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Characterization: It is alleged that Chicago Bridge and Iron Company (CB&I)
did not maintain material traceability on certain Seismic Category I structural
components in the containment vessel that were fabricated from Class D
materials.

Assessment of A11ecation: Chicago Bridge and Iron Company (CB&I), fabricator
of the containment vessel, used material they had categorized as Class D to
fabricate certain nonpressure retaining structural components in the
containment vessel.5Jhese structural components include seismic clips that
support safety class piping systems, parts of the-equipment hatch handling
device, parts of th. personnel and escape locks, crane rails and girders,
stairs, ladders, and some temporary attachments and components. Ebasco

categorized these components as Seismic Category I, therefore requiring
material traceability. But, according to CB&I quality assurance procedures,
material traceability was not required for Class D material and thus was not
maintained. Nonconformance Report (NCR) No. W3-6224 issued by Ebasco Quality
Assurance Group on May 13, 1983, addressed this issue.

To resolve the material traceability problem Ebasco contacted CB&I and
requested that they conduct a search of their in-house records to establish
traceability of these materials where possible. CB&I was able to provide
Certificates of Compliance or Certified Material Test Reports which established
material traceability for a large portion of the components. A listing of
those components, which could not be identified as temporary, or for which
material traceability could not te established through CB&I records was
forwarded to Ebasco Site Services Engineering (ESSE) for engineering evaluation.
Based on their review, ESSE concluded that material traceability was not
critical to the safe operation of the components, including bolting and angle
iron connectors on stairs, platforms, and crane rails; the equipment hatch
handling device; and parts of the personnel and escape locks.
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ESSE pointed out that in the design of the contain~ ment vessel, CB&I categorized
the structural members in material Classes A through D reflecting their order
of_importance; Class A being the most important and Class D the least important.
Thus, there was a conscious decision by CB&I regarding the materials
classification of components. ESSE indicated that they had reviewed and

concurred with the CB&I materials classification.

The NRC staff reviewed the ESSE evaluation, including in the resolution of
NCR W3-6224, and performed an independent assessment of the components with

potential safety significance, specifically the equipment hatch handling device
and the,. personnel and escape locks. The equipment hatch handling device is
used for opening, closing, and storing the 14-foot diameter equipment hatchy,

during maintenance o$erations but is not" relied upon to maintain containment
~ integrity during normal or postulated accident con'ditions. The NRC staff
concurs with the ESSE conclusion that material traceability is not essential
for this compcnent. The personnel and escape locks each have two gasketed

doors in series with valve and interlock mechanisms so that containment
integrity can be maintained during entry and exit. The NRC staff review of
the bill of materials and drawings for the personnel and escape locks showed
that the Class D materials in these components were used primarily in the
fabrication of actuating mechanisms for valves and interlocks and for
miscellaneous items such as valve handles, bolting, and indicator plates for
which material traceability is not critical. The main concern regarding these
components is operabfifty and the licensee is committed in the FSAR and in
their Technical Specifications to perform operability testing of the personnel
and escape locks each time they are opened and at periodic intervals. This '

surveillance testing should provide adequate assurance that these components
will perform satisfactorily.

Based on the review of the ESSE evaluation of this issue and on its own
~

independent review and and evaluation, the NRC staff has concluded that
# s s at

traceability for Class D material used in the containment vessel has beeng
satisfactorily resnived through the actions taken in the resolution of
NCR W3-6224.
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One issue with possible generic implications is th'at Ebasco did not perform a
comprehensive, initial review of the contractor's (CB&I) procedures to
determine that they were consistent with Ebasco specifications. Vendor and
contractor 0A procedures should have been reviewed to ensure that they were
consistent with the prime contractor's specifications and quality assurance
program.

The allegation was determined to have nei her safety significance nor generic |

implications.
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Characterization: It is alleged that Chicago Bridge and Iron Company (CB&I)

didnotmaintainmaterialtraceabilityoncertainSeismicCategoryIstructuralj
components in the containment vessel that were fabricated from Class D &
materials.

#Assessment of A11eaation: Chicago Bridge and Iron Company (CB&I), fabricator g
#of the containment vessel, used material they had categorized as Class D to

Ifabricate certain nonpressure retaining structural components in the (

containment vessel.*4hese structural components include seismic clips that /
. support safety class piping systems, parts of the equipment hatch handling /
device, parts of the personnel and escape locks, crane rails and girders, ( [

> stairs, ladders, and some temporary attachments and components. Ebasco

categorized these components as Seismic Category I, therefore requiring
,

material traceability. But, according to CB&I quality assurance procedures, '
-<

material traceability was not required for Class D material and thus was not v ,,

maintained. Nonconformance Report (NCR) No. W3-6224 issued by Ebasco Quality |
' %

Assurance Group on May 13, 1983, addressed this issue.

.\

Vg|\To resolve the material traceability problem Ebasco contacted CB&I and
'

requested that they conduct a search of their in-house records to establish -

traceability of these materials where possible. CB&I was able to provide .

Certificates of Compliance or Certified Material Test Reports which established
material traceability for a large portion of the components. A listing of *

those components, which could not be identified as temporary, or for which
material traceability could not be established through CB&I records was
forwarded to Ebasco Site Services Engineering (ESSE) for engineering evaluation.
Based on their review, ESSE concluded that material traceability was not
critical to the safe operation of the components, including bolting and angle
iron connectors on stairs, platforms, and crane rails; the equipment hatch
handling device; and parts of the personnel and escape locks.
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ESSE pointed out that in the design of the contain' ment vessel, CB&I categorized
the structural members in material Classes A through D reflecting their order
of importance; Class A being the most important and Class D the least important.
Thus, there was a conscious decision by CB&I regarding the materials
classification of components. ESSE indicated that they had reviewed and

concurred with the CB&I materials classification.

The NRC staff reviewed the ESSE evaluation, including in the resolution of
NCR W3-6224, and performed an independent assessment of the components with

potential safety significance, specifically the equipment hatch handling device
and the,. personnel and escape locks. The equipment hatch handling device is
used for opening, closing, and storing the 14-foot diameter equipment hatchr.
during maintenance ofrerations but is not4elied upon to maintain containment
integrity during normal or postulated accident con ~ditions. The NRC staff
cor. curs with the ESSE conclusion that material traceability is not essential
for this component. The personnel and escape locks each have two gasketed

doors in series with valve and interlock mechanisms so that containment
integrity can be maintained during entry and exit. The NRC staff review of
the bill of materials and drawings for the personnel and escape locks showed
that the Class D materials in thece -components were used primarily in the
fabrication of actuating mechanisms for valves and interlocks and for
miscellaneous items such as valve handles, bolting, and indicator plates for
which material traceability is not critical. The main concern regarding these
components is operability and the licensee is committed in the FSAk and in
their Technical Specifications to perform operability testing of the personnel
and escape locks each time they are opened and at periodic intervals. This ' *

surveillance testing should provide adequate assurance that these components
will perform satisfactorily.

Based on the review of the ESSE evaluation of this issue and on its own

independentrevgewandandevaluation,theNRCstaffhasconcludedthat
traceabil1tyfor Class D material used in the containment vessel has been -

#'

satisfactorily resolved through the actions taken in the resolution of
NCR W3-6224.
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One issue with possible generic implications is th'at Ebasco did not perform a
comprehensive, initial review of the contractor's (CB&I) proc 3dures to
determine that they were consistent with Ebasco specifications. Vendor and
contractor 0A procedures should have been reviewed to ensure that they were
consistent with the prime contractor's specifications and quality assurance
program.

Theallegationwasdeterminedtohaveneiphersafetysignificancenorgeneric
implications.

- M
Potential Violations: None.
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Actions _ Required: Nine. ^L
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didnotmaintainmaterialtraceabilityoncertaingeismicCategoryIstructural
components in the containment vessel that were fabricated from Class,D
materials.

Assessment of Allegation: Chicago Bridge and Iron Company (CB&I), fabricator
of the containment vessel, used material they had categorized as Class D to
fabricate certain nonpressure retaining structural components in the
containment vessel These structural components include seismic clips that
supportsafety%espipingsystems,partsoftheequipmenthatchhandling j
device, parts of the personnel and escape locks, crane rails and girders,
stairs, ladders, and some temporary attachments and com nts. Ebasco /
categorizedthesecomponentsas[eismicCategoryI, requi[ing j
material traceability. But, according to CB&I quality assurance procedures,
material traceability was not required for Class D material and thus was not
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maintained. NonconformanceReport(NCR)No.W3-6224issuedbyEbagcoQuality y
Assurance Group on May 13, 1983, addressed this issue.

ca s
To resolve the material traceability problemfbgco contacted CB&I and j

requested that they conduct a search of their in-house records to establish
traceability of these materials where possible. CB&I was able to provide
Certificates of Compliance or Certified Material Test Reports which established
material traceability for a large portion of the components. A listing of
those components, which could not be identified as temporary, or for which
material traceability could not be established through CB&I records,was /
forwardedtoEb$scoSiteS Engineering (ESSE) for engineering eveluation. /3

Based on their review, ESSE concluded that material traceability was not
critical to the safe operation of the components, including bolting and angle
iron connectors on stairs, platforms, and crane rails; the equipment hatch

| handling device; and parts of the personnel and escape locks.
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ESSE pointed out that in the design of the containment vessei,Td[ Dei +rimd
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the structural memkin inatetial Classes A thrcugh D reflecting their order
ofimportancehClassAbeingthemostimportantandClassDtheleastimportant. /
Thus, there was a conscious decision by CB&I regarding the materials
classification of components. ESSE indicated that they had reviewed and

concurred with the CB&I materials classificationg u h . d
|

The NRC staff reviewed the ESSE evaluation, including in the resolution of
NCR W3-6224, and performed an independent assessment of the components with

potential safety significance, specifically the equipment hatch handling device
and the personnel and escape locks. The equipment hatch handling device is
used for opening, closing, and storing the 14-foot diameter equipment hatch
during maintenance operations but is not relied upon to maintain containment
integrity during normal or postulated accident conditions. The NRC staff
concurs with the ESSE conclusion that material traceability is not essential
for this component. The personnel and escape locks each have two gasketed
doors in series with valve and interlock mechanisms so that containment L

,

integrity can be maintained during entry and exit. The NRC staff review of
the bill of materials and drawings for the personnel and escape locks showed
that the Class D materials in these components were used primarily in the

fabrication of actuating mechanisms for valves and interlocks,and for g
miscellaneous items such as valve handles, bolting, and indicator plates,for /
which material traceability is {ical. The main conc g egarding se
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components is operability and censee is committed in the i

3
their Technical Specifications to perform operability testing of the personnel
and escape locks each time they are opened and at periodic intervals. This
surveillance testing should provide adequate assurance that these components
will perform satisfactorily.

- Based on the review of the ESSE evaluation of this issue and on its own
independent review and and evaluation, the NRC staff has concluded that
traceability for Class D material used in the containment vessel has been
satisfactorily resolved through the actions taken in the resolution of
NCR W3-6224.
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One issue with possible generic implications is that Ebagco did not perform a /
comprehensive, initial review of the contractor's (CB&I) procedures to

etes
determine that they were consistent with Ebgsco specifications. Vendor and y
contractor 0A procedures should have been reviewed to ensure that they were
consistent with the prime contractor's specifications and quality assurance
program.

h % 'fW
The allegation yas determined-te-have neigher safety significance nor generic /

f

implications.

F
Potential Violations: None.
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Actions Required: None.
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